[Study of Chinese herbs and its compound prescription guided by traditional Chinese medical theory].
It is the key problem of TCM study in the new times to strengthen the research and application of Chinese herbs and its compound prescription directed by TCM theory by combining medicine and drugs, accelerating the creation and construction of modern the new system. In the study of compound, animal mode should be set up by the combination of modern experimental method according to TCM clinical requirements. A breakthrough in compound prescription needs to be found out from observation of pharmacodynamics and analysis of clinical therapy. Methodology and clarification of effective materials should be paid enough attention to in study the pharmacokinetics of the compounds. Since the therapeutic effects of compound prescriptions are different, or even opposite to itself under different Syndromes, it is so important to pay attention to Syndrome Differention. Multiple ways of TCM study have given active exploration on the developing of TCM academic level from different aspects. The aim of constructing a system of developing TCM and Syndrome-corresponding compound prescription is to build up a normalized standard of new and highly effective theory in treating disease clinically, designing methodology, Syndrome-corresponding prescription and monitor the compound prescription used. In this way, a new TCM clinical standard could be set up in Chinese medicine and its compound prescription in clinical experiments to raise the medical level continuously.